Matching intraoperative electron-beam fields: dosimetric and clinical considerations.
In the setting of a large or irregularly shaped tumor, adjacent or intentionally overlapped intraoperative electron fields may be required to give adequate coverage of the intraoperative target volume. The matching of such intraoperative electron fields present special dosimetric problems because of the divergence of electron isodose curves with depth. In the intraoperative setting, where large, single-fraction doses are delivered, the low- and high dose areas which result from gaps or overlaps between the diverging isodose curves of electron fields matched at depth or the surface may translate into decreased local tumor control or excessive normal tissue toxicity. This study examines the dosimetry of gapped, adjacent, and overlapped 8 X 9 cm2 rectangular intraoperative fields, for 9 to 18 MeV electrons, using film densitometry. "Ideal" methods of matching rectangular intraoperative electron fields are presented, and include: 1) a 2-mm gap plus surface bolus for adjacent fields, and 2) placing a tenth-value layer shaped lead cutout in the overlap region for intentionally overlapped fields.